The F-4 Phantom II appears to still be a very popular aircraft amongst modellers. It’s difficult
to go to a hobby show and not see one sitting on the contest table. There’s not much to be
said about this iconic jet that was flown by numerous nations. Pretty much everyone is
aware of the aircraft.
There are several model companies that produce the Phantom in 1/72 scale, however it’s
fairly limited in 1/48. As far as I’m aware Hasegawa is the only game in town when it comes
to 1/48 scale Phantoms. Hasegawa have a number of different variants that they offer, and
I’ve chosen the ‘G’ model which is Hasegawa’s PT9 kit number. Having built the Hasegawa
kit before I know it’s not bad, but the kit does date back to the 80’s and could do with some
enhancements. I use the term enhancements versus corrections as the kit does build up
well straight out of the box if one chooses to do so.
The build does however present a few items that are a bit tricky, especially if you’re going to
add after market products to enhance the model. As it happens I happen to have a few of
those after market products that I plan on incorporating into the build.
One of my objectives in this build series is to present a guide on how to best build this kit
based on my past experiences. I’ve made a few mistakes building this kit in the past so
hopefully I’ve learned from those experiences. There’s also a few problem areas that I need
to figure out, particularly the horizontal tail plane mounting. This is a very weak part of the
kit so I hope I’ll be able to come up with a workable solution.

Here’s the after market items I’ve gathered for this build.

Eagle Strike decals

Eduard ejection seats

Cutting Edge intakes

Fine Molds pitot tubes

(out of production)

Eduard wheels

Aires exhaust nozzles

Well that should keep me busy! Let’s get started then. To start with, as nice as the Hasegawa colour call
outs are, I get annoyed constantly flipping the pages back and forth and trying to translate the Mr. Color
tags to their aqueous series (if there is only the dark shaded call out given). I’ve been working on a
chart that lists Gunze and Tamiya paints. I’m not claiming 100% accuracy, but it’s a work in progress.
Gunze
Mr. Color

Name

H1

White

H2

Black

H3

Red

H4

Yellow

H5

Blue

H6

Green

H7

Brown

H8

Silver

H9

Gold

H10

Copper

H11

Light Gull Gray

H12

Olive Drab

H13

Neutral Gray

H14

Navy Blue

H15

IJN Green Nakajima

H17

RLM 71 Dark Green

H18

RLM 70 Black Green

H21

Middle Stone

H22

Dark Earth

H23

Dark Green

H25

Dark Sea Gray

H26

Duck Egg Green

H27

Interior Green

H28

Steel

H29

Hull Red

H30

Flat Base

H31

Dark Gray (1)

H32

Dark Gray (2)

H33

Flat Black

H34

Sky Blue

H35

IJN Gray Mitsubishi

H36

RLM 74 Gray Green

H37

RLM 75 Gray Violet

H38

Olive Drab (2)

H39

Dark Yellow Sand

H40

German Gray

H41

Red Brown

H42

Mahogany

H43

Wood Brown

H44

Tan

H45

Sail Colour

H46

Clear

H47

Clear Red

H48

Clear Yellow

H49

Clear Orange

H50

Clear Blue

Gunze Aqueous

Tamiya

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H51
H52
H53
H54
H59?
H64
H65
H71
H72
H36
H75
H74
H58
H18

X-2
X-1
X-7
X8
X-3
X-5
X-9
X-11 / XF-16
X-12
XF-6

XF-61
XF-13
XF-60
XF-52
XF-11
XF-54
XF-21

XF-9
H40
H82
H83
H12
H25
H327?
H68
H69
H78
H79
H32? H82?
H47
H84
H37
H27
H85
H90
H91
H92
H93
H44

XF-53
XF-57
X-18 / XF-1
X-14
XF-63
XF-54
XF-62

X-9

XF-15

Gunze
Mr. Color

Name

H70

Dark Green

H71

Midnight Blue

H72

Intermediate Blue

H73

Aircraft Grey

H75

Metallic Red

H76

Metallic Blue

H77

Metallic Green

H78

Metal Black

H79

Shine Red

H80

Cobalt Blue

H90

Shine Silver

X-13

X-18

H301

Grey FS36081

H302

Green FS34092

H303

Green FS34102

H304

Olive Drab FS34087

H305

Grey FS36118

H306

Grey FS36270

H307

Grey FS36320

H308

Grey FS36375

H309

Green FS34079

H310

Brown FS30219

H311

Grey FS36622

H312

Green FS34227

H313

Yellow FS33531

Semi Gloss Black
Smoke Gray

H107

Character White

H314

Blue FS35622

H108

Character Red

H315

Grey FS16440

H109

Character Yellow

H316

White FS17875

H110

Character Blue

H317

Grey FS36231

H111

Character Flesh

H318

Radome

H112

Character Flesh (2)

H319

Light Green

H113

RLM 04 Yellow

H320

Dark Green

H114

RLM 23 Red

H321

Light Brown

H115

RLM 65 Light Blue

H322

Phithalo Cyanne Blue

H116

H95

H67

RLM 66 Black Gray

H323

Light Blue

H117

RLM 78 Light Blue

H324

Light Grey

H118

RLM 78 Light Blue

H325

Gray FS26440

H119

RLM 74 Sand Yellow

H326

Blue FS15044

H120

RLM xx Olive Green

H327

Red FS11136

H121

RLM xx Brown Violet

H328

Blue FS15050

H122

RLM 82 Light Green

H329

Yellow FS13538

H123

RLM 83 Dark Green

H330

Dark Green BS381C641

H124

Dark Green Mitsubishi

H331

Dark Sea Grey BSC381C838

H125

Cowling Colour

H332

Light Aircraft Grey BSCxxxCxx7

H126

Cockpit Colour Mitsubishi

H333

Extra Dark Grey BSCxxxCx40

H127

Cockpit Colour Nakajimi

H334

Barley Grey BSCxxxCx21

H128

Gray Green

H335

Medium Sea Grey BSCxxxC637

H129

Dark Green Nakajimi

H336

Hemp BS4800:10-B-21 \ Greyish Blue FS35237

H130

Dark Green Nakajimi

H337

Greyish Blue FS35237

H131

Propeller Colour

H338

Light Grey FS36495

H132

Earth Green

H339

Engine Grey FS15081

H133

Earth Green

H340

Field Green FS34097

H134

Grass Green

H341

Mud (weathering)

H135

Russian Green (1)

H342

Oil (gloss) (weathering)

H136

Russian Green (2)

H343

Soot (weathering)

H137

Tire Black

H151
H152

H77

H344

Rust (weathering)

White Pearl

H345

Rough Grey (matt) (weathering)

Green Pearl

H346

Rough Sand (matt (weathering)

Flesh

H153

Red Pearl

Field Gray (2)

H154

Blue Pearl

H56

IJN Grey Green Nakajimi

H155

Super Clear

H57

Metallic Blue Green

H156

Super White (1)

H58

Orange Yellow

H157

Super Black

H59

Orange Yellow

H158

Super Italian Red

H60

RLM 02 Gray

H159

Super Silver

H61

Burnt Iron

H160

Cranberry Red Pearl

H62

Flat White

H201

Fluorescent Red

H63

Pink

H202

Fluorescent Yellow

H64

Yellow Green

H203

Fluorescent Orange

H65

Bright Blue

H204

Fluorescent Pink

H66

Bright Green

H207

Fluorescent Green

H67

Purple

H68

Red Madder

H69

Off White

X-16

XF-11
X-3
XF-18

Name

H92

H51

XF-22
X-10
XF 2
X-17
X-15

H36
H55
H56
H57
H87
H88
H89
H28
H43?
H35
H8

Gunze
Mr. Color

H101

H52

H24
H24
H70
H76
H11
H19
H16
H15
H26
H39
H86
H21

Gunze
Tamiya
Aqueous

H97
H98
H99
H100

Gunze
Tamiya
Aqueous

H301
H302
H303
H304
H305
H306
H307
H308
H309
H310
H311
H312
H313
H314
H315
H316
H317
H318
H319
H320
H321
H322
H323
H324
H325
H326
H327
H328
H329
H330
H331
H332
H333
H334
H335
H336
H337
H338
H339
H340
H341
H342
H343
H344
H345
H346

XF-11

Before I get started with any building I want to take care of a couple of items that have always caused
me problems on previous builds. It has never failed that I have broken off the fuel dump nozzle or any
other antennas that are protruding. For the time being I have taped pieces of cardboard over these
items to hopefully prevent them breaking off.

Antenna
Fuel dump
nozzle

Items covered for protection

Antenna

As is usual work begins with the cockpit area. The supplied parts aren’t bad, but I’ll be adding to the
cockpit to make it busier. The supplied pilot figures aren’t bad either but they will not be used.

Sidewall detail is sparse. A little paint at minimum will
go a long way.
The tub isn’t half bad and will be
used.

A proper rear instrument panel
for the ‘G’ version is included in
the kit.

The kit seats aren’t half bad, but missing some items for
accuracy. At minimum seatbelts would need to be added.
I’ll be replacing them with Eduard units.

Cockpit additions.

Part of the intake has moulding relief on the inside
fuselage.

This results in a small triangular gap at the rear wall
section.

Some sheet stock and putty with a little sanding filled
the gap.

Filling the triangular area means that the small
alignment tab needs to be trimmed.

Cockpit additions.

There’s not a lot of kit parts to assemble the cockpit.

The back of the rear instrument panel was built up with
styrene pieces.

AMS dictated that the sink marks be eliminated in the
front gear bay. I used Mr. Surfacer 1000.

20x40 thou styrene was added to the upper cockpit
openings. Otherwise this area is too narrow.

Cockpit additions and fuselage modifications.

Styrene was glued underneath the middle brace. This will
add strength to an otherwise weak joint.

Bits of styrene were added to busy up the sidewalls.
Not 100% accurate but it should do the trick.

Needs removing

Some random styrene was also added to the back walls in
each tub.

The Aires instructions neglect to tell you that you need to
remove some plastic in order for the cans to fit. As me how I
found out the hard way about this.

Fuselage preparations.

The replacement intakes and engines require a lot of
fuselage surgery. The hashed areas need to be removed.

The end of the resin intakes need to be cut off.

Large side cutters made the plastic removal task fairly
easy and quick. Small clean up was done with an
X-Acto knife.

The intake edges where it will be mated to the kit need
cleaning up. Best to use a curved X-Acto knife blade.

Fuselage preparations.

The fan blade detail isn’t quite round, however this won’t be
noticed when everything is assembled.

A pitot tube was also glued to the inside of each intake. Poor
location instructions are provided however.

The rear intake area was masked off and a foam earplug was
used to ensure no overspray can go down the tube. The
intakes are cast in white resin and therefore I don’t need to
paint that part.

The extra cut out plastic was used to make gluing tabs
along the fuselage. This will help strengthen the
joint.

Fuselage preparations.

Deviating from the instructions, I glued each nose cone to each
fuselage half. This helps the seam along the body blend in. It’s
better to clean the joint along the middle.

The cockpit sidewalls and tub were painted. The seats
will be dealt with later.

In the screen areas I applied Bare Metal Foil and then filled
it in with clear green. I’m happy with the results.

During gluing of the fuselage halves I inserted a 1.7 mm brass
tube through the rear tail plane pivots. This is the first part of
the tail plane solution.

The workbench is a bit crowded at this point. Gluing the nose cone onto the fuselage halves brings
the length to 380 mm. The fuselage halves are also a little flimsier due to all the plastic that was cut
away for the resin intakes and engine nozzles.
I haven’t come across any disasters yet. Obviously having built this model in the past has provided
some valuable insights. After this one I will still have 3 more kits to practice on.
Up next in the build process will be attaching the resin intakes onto the main body. When I was at
this stage on the last model I built I ran into some problems. I’m hoping that experience and the
extra time I’m taking to trim the resin and perform test fitting will help. Unfortunately the Cutting
Edge instructions are not the best (but neither are they horrible). In fact I only have one set of
instructions (for the ‘K’ version). All other intake sets I own didn’t come with instructions. Well at
least I have one set.

Welcome to part 2 of the F-4 G build article. Let’s start with the engine intakes. As you can see in the
Hasegawa instructions, they don’t extend very far down the fuselage. If you don’t like this then the
easiest option is to make some engine intake covers. The other option of course is to live with what the
kit gives you. It’s not the end of the world if you go with the kit option. Obviously I’ve chosen the third
option by adding complete aftermarket intakes. Unfortunately Cutting Edge is no longer in business so
these items might be difficult to source now.
The circled area is where the intake duct ends in
Hasegawa’s world.

Start by spraying the forward section of the intakes. The
instructions say that US Air Force jets have the first 3
feet painted in this colour. This works out to ¾” in 1/48.
I went a bit further down to make it line up with the
variable ramps also seen in the picture. The hard part
will be to remove the earplugs without breaking the
pitots when all the other painting is complete.

Intake work.

The variable ramps are installed.

Test fitting revealed gaps that can be seen. This will
need to be fixed.

A shim was glued into place. Putty still needs to be
added along the butt seam.

Another dry fit shows that the shim will do the trick for
filling in the gap. Only the top area needs to be filled in.

Intake work.

There is a raised parting line on both sides of the fuselage
that needs to be sanded flush before installing the intakes.

The intake with the gaps and seams filled and sanded.
Ready for installation at last.

Not flush
I used minimal amounts of C/A glue on 2 corners to place the
intake to the fuselage.

Same procedure was performed on the other intake.
Note that the ends of the funnels are not sitting flush.

Intake work.

Strengthening
shim

Even though the funnels weren’t quite flush at the ends I still
managed to fit the fan blades. Then I put loads of C/A glue on all
the joints.

You need to follow this sequence of assembly. If you try to glue the
intakes to the fan blades first you’ll be in a world of hurt trying to
align everything to the fuselage sides.

Kit part

Relegated to the garbage.
Next step is to clamp and glue the intakes to the front
fuselage. This pulls the intakes tight to the front fuselage.

Resin intake splitters are provided but frankly the kit
units are better. The kit splitters will be installed later.

It’s starting to look like a plane now. Adding the intakes certainly helps bring that about. I kept this
update a bit shorter as up next in the build I will start to concentrate on the wings and I didn’t want
to break that work up in multiple updates. I probably should have performed some test fitting with
the wing at this point, especially before clamping and gluing the intakes to the front fuselage.
Worst case scenario will result in a gap. The last F-4 I worked on I ran into some big problems
because the fuselage was too wide. I therefore would rather deal with a gap versus the alternative.
I’ll find out soon enough how things fit together. There’s only so many parts one can test fit at
once. Overall though I’m feeling pretty good about the fit and the construction up to this point.
The previous bad experiences have proven to be valuable teaching guides.

Welcome to part 3 of the F-4 G build article. In the last part I had the main fuselage items assembled.
It’s now time to move onto the wing. I’ll be deviating from the Hasegawa instructions a bit and I’ll point
out where and why when that occurs.

The rest of the Hasegawa instruction steps with the exception of ‘8’ all contain work relating to the wings. I’m going to try
doing things a bit different from the instructions mainly because of the problems that I ran into on my last F-4 build.

Wing work.

The Cutting Edge instructions tell you to remove the front
lip from the lower wing.

A few quick swipes with a knife took care of the plastic
edge.

The first test fit shows a horrible gap at the front. WTF
happened?

Aligning the wing bottom from the front results in misalignment
at the exhaust outlets. The solution is to align the wing starting
from the rear end.

Wing work.

Trimming the plastic at the intake area resolves the
alignment issue. Some putty work will be required.

I added some shims so that when it comes time to
glue the wing to the fuselage they’ll be flush.

Further test fitting revealed that these protrusions interfered
with the resin intakes.

Protrusions were cut off and thinner plastic card was
glued in place.

Wing work.

The middle of the wing has two dropped doors. I removed
the ejector mark with a few knife swipes.

I also covered the openings to prevent any light shining
through.

Yes the door is somewhat visible and you can definitely see
the opening, but it’s covered now.

It’s also a good idea to glue these panels now. Align on
the outside and glue from the inside.

Wing work.

At this point I’m jumping ahead to the last build step in the
instructions. I also haven’t glued the upper wings to the lower
wings either yet.

For some reason the inner weapon pylon has a gap when
mated to the wing.

Mr. Surfacer was worked into the gap and a Cutex soaked
Q-Tip removed the excess material.

I also drilled and pinned the pylons securing everything with C/A.
Not absolutely necessary but more personal preference. The pins
inside the wing were bent over and C/A glued.

Wing work.

I also pinned the pylons that the weapons attach to. This
helps strengthen the joint.

The weapons are being pinned as well. Drill through the
pylons and then through the weapons.

The pylon will be glued to the wing pylon but the weapon
will be added at the end of the build.

The completed units installed. This should provide more
strength and prevent breakage…hopefully.

Wing work.

The outer pylons appear to have a better fit to the wing.
Note the fuel tank is moulded to the pylon.

The alignment pins look very shallow to me in terms of
securely placing the part to the wing.

The outer pylons are now pinned. I’ll install these after
painting rather than now.

The center fuel tank is a tricky affair. If you glue part R4 first as
per instructions it’s guaranteed to break off (ask me how I’ve
learned this again and again).

Wing work.

Temporarily tape the fuel tank together and set it in place.
Glue part R4 directly to the bottom of the wing instead.

The end tube will still be fragile but it can be placed onto
the model after all the painting is complete.

Next up is the landing gear. I drilled 2 holes in the area where the
gear is located. The kit design is not as strong as it should be. I’ve
had the gear break off on previous F-4 builds.

Gear is placed in location and holes are transferred and
everything is pinned. I used larger wire on the main strut.

Wing work.

Reinforcement
tabs
I started gluing the lower wing to the fuselage by starting
at the exhaust area. Reason – better alignment.

There are no locating pins and the joint is weak. I glued 2
strengthening plates along the seam (both sides).

The front gap was shimmed and glued and C/A glue was
used where any resin was present.

Tape was placed near the seam to minimize putty spread
and minimize re-scribing requirements.

There’s still more wing work to be done, but I’ll continue the coverage of that in the next build article.
There’s a couple of things that I want to mention. First regarding the gap from the lower wing to the front
fuselage. I believe that this might be a kit design issue as I remember having similar issues on previous
builds even when not using the aftermarket intakes. The way I’m approaching the seam doesn’t appear to
be causing significant problems however. The second thing I wanted to mention was regarding the resin
intakes. These gave me some problems on my previous build, however so far I can recommend them. The
keys are following the installation steps I’ve outlined, proper clean up of the resin parts (which is easy with
this resin) and lastly test fitting. I know it might sound strange but I’ve put a lot of effort into test fitting
these parts. Perhaps I’m a lazy modeller in that I usually haven’t done this. If it tells me to glue part A to
part B that’s what I did. But especially if aftermarket products are used test fitting is critical. That’s
definitely something that I’ll have to remember and follow.

Welcome to part 4 of the F-4 G build article. In the last part I had glued the lower wing in place. Before
proceeding further this is a good time to clean up some of the seams.

The port side didn’t have the best alignment but not too
much putty was required.

Seams were sanded and the panel lines re-scribed. The
primer will show if further touch ups are needed.

The lower front fuselage seam didn’t end up with
mounds of putty luckily.

Cleaning up the exhaust area seam before attaching the upper
wing makes it easier to reach this area and protects the wing flap
(since it’s not in place).

Wing work.

Again not too much putty was required blending in the
intakes to the fuselage.

Not much work was required to re-scribe the panel lines
either. Test fitting and careful alignment brought this about.

Landing gear: The little pin on the main gear where the retraction
actuator attaches to will automatically break off when liquid
cement is applied. Using C/A glue is one option.

I cut the pin off and drilled and pinned it instead. I also drilled
out the end of the actuator (previous picture) which will then be
attached to the pin.

Wing work.

The main gear is glued with liquid cement as is the actuator base. The
actuator end is secured with C/A glue. The excess wire will be cut
when the glue has dried.

It’s a little unusual to be attaching the landing gear at this point
but because I pinned the main gear I also wanted to fold the
pins onto the lower wing and C/A glue them for additional
strength. I’m doing this because it’s a real pain when the gear
breaks off, and the kit design inherently results in a weak joint.

As with the main gear, the retraction actuator is placed to the nose
gear with a small pin. There isn’t as much tension on this as there was
with the main gear, however I want it strengthened.

The pin was cut off, drilled and pinned. The actuator
end was also drilled so it could be attached to the pin.

Prep work.

Gluing the nose halves to the fuselage helped keep
this seam easy to clean up.

I really haven’t spent any time on accuracy issues so far and
I’m not about to get into “this part needs 3 additional rivets”.
I was lucky enough to discover that Hasegawa included a
correction sheet depending on which version you are
building. I haven’t attached the upper wings yet so this
makes the above modifications easy to do.
The seam along the fuselage halves has also proven easy to
clean up to this point. I use templates that I made from empty
beer cans (make sure they’re empty!) to act as guides to rescribe panel lines.

Prep work.

2

4

3

1

Care must be take near the nose tip not to sand the profile. The
pitot tube will be attached later to protect it from breaking.

It’s finally time to glue the upper wings on. The numbers
show the sequence where I aligned and glued the wing.

The leading edge was glued. Clamps were used where
required. Then the wing root was glued.

Alignment was pretty good but shims and Mr. Surfacer
was used as required. It was cleaned up with acetone.

Prep work.

It was time to start cleaning some of the other bits like
the outer pylon fuel tanks.

On one of the weapons I cut and added a brass pipe and a
plastic disk to the exhaust to hide the seams.

Time to tackle the horizontal tails. This is probably the weakest part
of the kit. The moulded in pins aren’t long enough to properly hold
it securely. Gluing it solid to the fuselage isn’t much of an option as
this area is all natural metal.

I squared off the end of the pin and drilled into the
center just deep enough to enter the wing area.

Prep work.

The pin was then cut off. I did this to properly locate the
hole. Then I drilled into the wing at an angle (parallel).

Into the tubing that I had glued into the fuselage I placed
a 25 gauge wire.

This single wire is where both the horizontal tail surfaces
will get attached to.

Here’s a test fit. So far so good. I’ll only glue them after
the painting is done. They should move as a single unit.

Things are progressing well up to this point. I’ve done some unusual deviations from the instructions,
mainly in terms of sequence. This is the first time I have built a Phantom in this sequence and I think it’s
the way to go. I feel good about the strength of the landing gear as well as the horizontal flying surfaces.
Additionally strengthening the fuselage seams with plastic card has proven to be very helpful. I haven’t
had a seam crack open yet, and typically I’ve experienced these type of problems in the past. Note the
circled fuel dump on the tail. It hasn’t broken yet (and hopefully wont). I’ve never progressed this far
without that happening. So perhaps all the frustrations in the past have been able to teach me something.
I’m almost done with most of the prep work and should be ready to wash and start painting this beast. I’ll
share that in the next update.

Welcome to part 5 of the F-4 G build article. In the last part I had all the major parts assembled and am
now ready to start the painting process.

All parts were primed in black and set aside to dry. Then
it was time to start inspection and clean up any flaws.

I also decided to paint all the bays in white at this. My intention
was to mask them but that turned out to be somewhat of an
unrealistic option.

The touched up areas where painted black again while
protecting the white areas with paper during spraying.

The Eduard resin wheels are very nice, much better than the kit
parts. They even have raised tire lettering. Clean up at the cast
plug is a bit of a pain as it’s right in the groove. Had it been cast
on the tire contact surface it would have made life easier.

Time to start painting. The model is to be painted in the final camouflage that F-4 Phantoms wore in USAF service -known as "Hill Gray" or "Egypt One". To be accurate, "Hill Gray" and "Egypt One" are not the same camouflage. I
don’t know which is which, but one of them is two-tone with the dark gray wrapping around to the undersides while
the other is three-tone with light coloured undersides. I’m painted the model in the two-tone version. Here’s where
some confusion starts. Apparently the colours are supposed to be Neutral Gray (FS 36270) and Gunship Gray (FS
36118). Hasegawa call out for H305 (FS 36118) and H306 (FS 36270). No problems so far right? The decal sheet
however is what adds to the confusion. The light colour they call for in the lower right picture is FS 36320 but the text
on the other side calls for FS 36270. So I’m going to eliminate the little picture on the lower right side then. I also
didn’t like the look of the recommended colours. I know a lot of people went AMS anal when Testors came out with
their FS matched Model Master paints years ago. It’s easy to get caught up in “That’s the wrong shade of grey” but in
the end I used the box top and the colours on the decals as a guide.

Using a white piece of paper I painted on various colours I had on
hand to help me decide which ones I would use. H306 would have
worked but there wasn’t much left in the jar either.

This little guide added to the confusion. In the end I
didn’t get hung up on the exact FS numbers and just
used my eye to determine the colours.

The lighter grey (H308) has been applied and a slightly darker colour
was used along the panel lines. The contrast between the 2 colours
might be a bit stark at this point but I’m hoping a gloss coat will tone
down the 2 greys. I want to keep weathering low key.

All the small parts for the lower fuselage were taped ready for the
darker colour. I decided to use H305, which is the actual colour called
for. XF-77 would work as well being just slightly darker.

There’s some small discrepancy regarding the lower paint
demarcation lines. I ended up using the Hasegawa outline (on
the right).

From what I can tell the camouflage lines are hard
edged which made masking relatively easy.

Having painted the gear wells white already I used paper to
block any grey paint from getting in where I could.

The dark grey areas were then sprayed again. I used XF-77 to
highlight the panel lines.

After the darker grey was painted I sanded any areas
that required touch up, whether due to contamination
or surface flaws that still needed correcting.

You may remember that I had sprayed the wheel bays earlier.
My masking attempts didn’t protect them enough so I masked
the bays so that I could repaint the areas.

Lots of masking tape! Seems like doing the same job twice but I
think touching up the white is still easier than trying to lay down an
entire coat of white.

It was fairly quick to touch up with Zero brilliant white.

At this point I also removed the foam earplug that was
stuffed in the intake. Only one of the pitots broke.

Here you get an idea of what the resin intakes do for the
kit, the fan blade is visible.

Things are still progressing well. It’s looking more like an airplane all the time. The next planned step is to
give the entire plane a gloss coat. Although the Gunze paints I used are semi-gloss and should accept
decals, I’m adding the extra gloss coat as I usually have problems at the decal stage. The aftermarket
decals should definitely help me though.
Although I’m not finished with the kit yet I can say that this has been my best effort/result so far for a
Phantom. I also took extra time to touch up the paint finishes (including the primer) and I think that will
make a significant difference. I need to keep in mind not to rush this project and screw anything up as a
consequence. Although it looks like it’s close to finished there’s still a lot of work. Gloss coat, decals,
another gloss coat, a dull coat, painting the metal areas and then back to the cockpit which includes the
canopy and the seats.

Welcome to part 6 of the F-4 G build article. The major colours have been applied to the plane and it’s
time to start adding the markings.

From a previous Phantom build I had a spare pitot tube
that was included in a decal set.

The pitot was C/A glued and the nose section was
masked in preparation for some gloss black.

A small area on the top of the tail also needed to be
masked for some gloss black.

The painted nose section with mask removed. Before I
did all this work the entire plane was given a coat of
Future.

The Eagle Strike decals looks nice. Good aftermarket decals
will hopefully help me avoid having any issues...I really hope.

As instructed in the decal sheet I painted the nose black but I
still ended up with the entire mouth not covered. WTF?

I filled in the rest of the mouth using a paintbrush and black paint.
Maybe it was done this way to help the decal adhere to the contour?
After all the decals were applied I gloss coated them.

Panel lines were washed with Abteilung 502 black. This was
let to dry and any messy spots were cleaned up later with a Qtip soaked in turpentine.

I decided to try a different matt finish. I used Windsor & Newton
matt but wasn’t happy with the results. It didn’t blend everything
into a flat finish.

I therefore sprayed Polly Scale matt over the model
and it did the trick by producing a nice even matt
finish.

Not the best picture but hopefully it shows that the Eduard
resin wheels are completely superior to the kit items.

Spend a few minutes to figure out what side of the
rime gets glued onto the landing gear strut.

Mr. Hobby metallics were used to spray the exposed metal areas. These are vey nice quality paints. Thin them with
lacquer thinner. I think one could easily use these for a plane with a bare metal finish, a nice gloss black coat
underneath will likely produce awesome results.

All landing gear doors and brake doors were glued in place
next.

So far the only part that has broken off was the front gear scissor
link. I scratch built a new one as the broken off piece is did a good
job of hiding from me.

The Aires exhaust cans were assembled and painted black.
A slight dry brushing with aluminum was given to them.

Here they are installed with the rear tail planes test
fitted.

At this point I was able to pull the masking tape off the cockpit area. It seems like I’m close to the finish.
There’s a few small details to paint on the airframe, but really I still have a lot of work left with the cockpit
and canopy. The seats need to be assembled and painted and the canopy needs to be worked on as well.
I didn’t paint it while I was painting the fuselage as I wanted to minimize how long the tape was on. One
last build article should finish the project off at which time I’ll reveal photos of the entire airplane.

Welcome to part 7 of the F-4 G build article. This is the last instalment of the Phantom build article.

The canopy was protected with masking tape and a P/E saw was
used to cut it off the sprue. I do this to avoid gaps and stress marks
that side cutters can create into the brittle clear styrene.

As I mentioned earlier I’m using the Eduard resin seats.
The castings look excellent but I am complaining about the
lack of paint references included. The CAD drawing just
doesn’t cut it.

I had several goes at dipping the canopies in Future.
Standing them up while they dry seems to produce the
clearest results. Tissue soaks up the excess.

I’m using a Legend box photo as my painting reference. Nothing
too complicated about the basic painting in case you were
wondering.

I used a die-cut mask set from Eduard on some of the clear
panels.

I started by using the border mask for the front screen
and taped it to the inside of the canopy.

I then masked off the rest if the inside of the front screen. The reason I
did this was to spray clear blue on the inside. This was meant to keep
the same gloss appearance on the outside of the canopy.

Although the outside gloss can’t be seen in this picture, it does
show the resultant clear blue front panel. Tamiya clear blue
was thinned and airbrushed on (carefully).

Especially the rear canopy is prone to the hinges breaking. I
glued styrene underneath to create strength.

I masked the canopy with thin strips, overlapping and carefully
cutting along the mask edge. Quick and easy to do.

The front canopy masked with the additional styrene
strengthening for the hinges.

I also masked the inside of the canopy. I’ll show you
why on the next slide.

There is no detail on the inside canopy framing. I added random bits
of styrene to add some life to the units. The inside and outside
frames where then painted black.

The outside frame was then painted grey and when everything
was done the pre-cut masks were removed and saved to be
used again.

I used Gator Grip glue to attach the front canopy. Looks like
really good stuff.

When handling the canopy I use a tweezers with heat
shrink on the tips to protect the clear parts.

Let’s talk about the Eduard seats. Be prepared to add a lot
of different pre-painted p/e to these units.

Here you’re able to see the impact that all those p/e
harnesses make to the seat.

Both units done. Some of the p/e was so fine I didn’t use
it. Those pieces won’t be missed.

There’s a light or reflector on the tail. I covered it in Bare Metal
Foil first and then applied clear red for a more realistic result.

The cylinder for the canopies are a weak point as can be
seen from the one that is already broken.

Using various tubing I made a replacement. The longer
pin also helps add strength when attaching it.

The replacement cylinder glued in location. All that’s
needed now is a little bit of paint.

I used ducting sealing tape for the mirror. It results in a nice
flat surface and it is shiny so it looks like a real mirror.

The Eduard seats do look nice once installed. It’s not
easier than painting an entire seat!

Painting the blue from the inside worked out well. I also
scratch built the HUD which is thinner than the kit item.

All the stores have been attached. Without fuel tanks and
missiles the Phantom looks a bit dull.

The engine cans look nice and realistic, especially when
looking into them.

And here’s the finished product. As usual the finished product has some flaws, but I have yet been able to produce a kit
that didn’t. Overall I’m happy with the result. The next slide will review most of the additional work I put into this
model.

Metal pitot tube added. Set
includes small antenna for
starboard side.

Aftermarket decals from Eagle
Strike. Aftermarket decals are
typically better than kit
provided ones.

New HUD screen made from
clear film as well ad triangular
styrene for the HUD brackets.

Reinforcement of the fuselage
seams with bits of styrene. I
highly recommend this
especially on this kit.

Eduard resin ejection seats.
The P/E harness do look nice.

Syringe used to add antenna
probe on tail.

Various bits of styrene used
inside cockpit and canopy
framing.

Pinning of the horizontal tail
planes. This worked out
really well and is almost
essential on this kit.

Eduard resin wheels (front
and main). These are much
nicer than the kit items.

Cutting Edge resin intakes
(Seamless Suckers). A bit of
extra work but it looks nice.

Utilization of wire to pin all
the ordnance. This worked
out really well when attaching
everything at the end.

Aires resin exhausts. This
required cutting away some
of the fuselage plastic which
isn’t pointed out in their
instructions. 

Rating Description

Category

Rating

1

Very poor

Ease of Assembly

3

2

Sub standard

Instruction clarity

4

3

Acceptable

Accuracy

5

4

Good

Decal quality

4

5

Excellent

Required parts clean up

3

Kit price

4

Average overall rating

3.8

Comments
Even if not adding and aftermarket products there are still some small
fit issues such as the wing root and the front fuselage to wing seam.
The molding for this kit does date back to the 80's.
Really not too much to complain about, however Hasegawa could have
done a better job describing painting options for the missles and even
have included more decals for them.
I’m not getting out any line drawings but it looks like a Phantom and I've
never heard anyone mention any issues with the kit.
I'm not giving the aftermarket decals top marks since I did have a few
small issues with them. For starters they should have included service
warning decals as you have to utilize a few of the Hasegawa ones which
are a lot thicker. Their instructions could have been a bit clearer and
having to paint the inside of the shark mouth was odd and not noted on
the instructions.
Nothing horrible to clean up but since it is an older kit some work is still
required.
Not sure what I paid for the thing way back whenever I bought it.
There's still lots of these kits for sale at meets and I don't think asking
prices are typically too high.
Still a good kit to build after all these years. That being said I wouldn't
be upset if someone were to release a new Phantom kit with present
day molding standards.

It’s nice to finally finish this beast. It’s a large kit once put together. The wing span is manageable but it has a long
fuselage so it tends to take up a lot of shelf space. The kit is from the 80’s and it shows sometimes. There’s a small
batch of parts that have raised panel lines for example. There are however lots of aftermarket products available
for this kit. If one chooses it can help enhance the kit. As I’ve shown throughout the build there are a lot of things
that can be done using just styrene. Nothing I’ve added is essential to producing a nice kit, it’s purely optional.
Hope you’ve enjoyed this series of build articles. On to the next kit. What will it be…?

